
 

 
 

Slim design and high functionality – gaming fun is guaranteed with 

the SPEEDLINK ASSERO Gaming Mouse 

 

With its RGB lighting, the ASSERO is an eye-catcher on any desk 

Heeslingen/Deutschland, 17 May 2021 – Speedlink presents the ASSERO Gaming 

Mouse, the ideal companion for your next gaming session. The mouse convinces 

with its attractive price-performance ratio and is also visually a real eye-catcher. 

Optimal handling and full flexibility 

The mix of slim design and high functionality 

ensures that hours of gaming fun are 

provided with the ASSERO Gaming Mouse. 

Thanks to the five buttons and the two dpi 

switches, the mouse can be set up 

individually. In addition, the mouse directly 

catches the eye with its multi-coloured 

lighting elements. A sensor resolution of interpolated up to 6400 dpi also ensures that 

no move is too late in the game. Due to the driverless installation, the ASSERO 

Gaming Mouse can be used immediately and everywhere. 

The SPEEDLINK ASSERO Gaming Mouse, black is available now (MSRP 19,99 €). 

Technical Data 

- Gaming mouse with 5 buttons + 2 dpi switches 

- Multicolour lighting 

- Sheathed cable 

- Driverless installation 

- Maximum sensor resolution: 3,200dpi or 6,400dpi (interpolated) 

- Maximum sensor acceleration: 12g 

- Maximum tracking speed: 32ips 

- USB polling rate: 125Hz 

- USB-A connection 

- Cable length: 1.5m 

https://www.speedlink.com/ASSERO-Gaming-Mouse-black/SL-680021-BK


- Dimensions: 123 × 67 × 40mm (L × W × H) 

- Weight: 112g (incl. cable) 
 

About Speedlink 

Speedlink is one of the leading manufacturers of office and gaming peripherals in 

Europe. Since the brand was founded in 1998, Speedlink has positioned itself very 

successfully in the PC and video game console accessories segment. The product 

portfolio includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mouse pads, keyboards, 

gamepads, joysticks and various IT accessories. Speedlink® products captivate 

through the combination of novel technologies with excellent design and outstanding 

functionality - confirmed by numerous awards and success in professional eSports 

use. Speedlink® is represented in over 40 countries worldwide. 

 

 

https://www.speedlink.com/

